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Equality and subtyping of recursive types were studied in the 1990s by Amadio and Cardelli; Kozen,
Palsberg, and Schwartzbach; Brandt and Henglein; and others. Potential applications include automatic
generation of bridge code for multilanguage systems and type-based retrieval of software modules from
libraries. In this paper, we present an efficient decision procedure for a notion of type equality that
includes unfolding of recursive types, and associativity and commutativity of product types. Advocated
by Auerbach, Barton, and Raghavachari, these properties enable flexible matching of types. For two
types of size at most n, our algorithm takes O(n) iterations each of which takes O(n) time, for a total
of O(n2) time. C° 2001 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
Much previous work on type equality focuses on nonrecursive types [10, 14, 23, 27–29, 31, 34]. In
this paper we consider equality of recursive types.
Background. Potential applications of flexible type equality include automatic generation of bridge
code for multilanguage systems [6, 8] and type-based retrieval of software modules from libraries
[27–29, 34].
Software engineers often look into a software library to find reusable components for their appli-
cations. A large library can be hard to search, however. It may be organized in alphabetical order or
coarsely sorted according to some structure. Beyond the structural information of the library, the only
thing that we can rely on is the component name to retrieve the code we need. Component names are
difficult to guess. So, it makes sense to search by the type of the components. A component that fits the
specification of a programmer does not always have the exact same type as the one the user is using as
search key. That is why we need a flexible notion of type equality.
For example, suppose we are looking for a function of type:
(bool£ int)! (bool£ int):
We may require the matched function to have exactly the same type, that is, the argument types are
in the same order and so are the return types. However, this may be too restrictive. Some functions
may have similar types which can be converted into the sought type via simple transformations such as
argument reordering or currying. For instance, functions with the following types
(int£ bool)! (bool£ int)
or
bool! (int! (bool£ int))
can be converted to a function of the desired type by reordering the arguments or by uncurrying.
Furthermore, a function that returns a pair can be translated into two functions that return the components
of the pair. The type
((int£ bool)! bool)£ ((int£ bool)! int)
may be what we want as well.
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Rittri [28] was one of the first to explore the use of finite types as search keys. Zaremski and Wing
[34] used a similar approach for retrieving components from an ML-like functional library. Zaremski
and Wing emphasized flexibility and support for user-defined types.
Designing and maintaining a multilanguage application often calls for bridge code for components
written in various programming languages such as C, C++, and Java. The conversion of values of
isomorphic (equivalent) types is essential. The foundation of deciding whether a conversion makes
sense at all is a flexible notion of type equality. An alternative might be to start with just one type and
then translate it into a type in a different language [17]. Such a translation may be helpful when building
a new software component that should be connected to an existing one. However, when faced with
connecting two existing software components, type matching and automatic bridge code generation
seems more helpful.
CORBA [24], PolySpin [8], and Mockingbird [7, 5] are systems for gluing together components from
different languages. In some multilanguage applications, software modules can be considered to be of
two kinds, object and client. Objects must include public interfaces to allow access from clients written
in different languages.
CORBA-style approaches utilize a separate interface definition language called IDL. The objects
are wrapped with language-independent interfaces defined in IDL. The wrappers are translated into
interfaces in the languages that clients are using so that clients can invoke methods in these objects
via the interfaces. Exact types are preserved as the method invocations cross the language boundaries,
because both the client and object adhere to the common interfaces for interaction. Since interfaces
defined in IDL must be able to be translated into many different languages, the type system in IDL
has to be the intersection of the type systems of all the programming languages that CORBA sup-
ports. As a result, declarations in IDL lack expressive power and may not be convenient for local
computation.
The PolySpin and Mockingbird projects offer alternatives to defining interfaces in a common interface
language. In both approaches, clients and objects are written within their own type systems and remote
operation across a language boundary is supported automatically by compiler-generated bridge code or
by modifying object method implementations. Because object interfaces are not defined in a common
type system, we must be able to convert an object interface into the compatible form in other languages.
PolySpin employed an isomorphism framework similar to Zaremski and Wing [34].
Compared with PolySpin, Mockingbird allows more flexible translations of types across languages.
PolySpin supports only finite types; Mockingbird supports recursive types, including records, linked
lists, and arrays. The Mockingbird system is based on conservative heuristics for determining compat-
ibility of recursive types. The improvement of PolySpin and Mockingbird over CORBA largely rests
on the ability to use native type systems in defining operations across programming languages.
In object-oriented languages such as C++ and Java, many types are recursive. Thus, to be useful for
such languages, a flexible notion of type equality should be able to handle recursive types.
The Problem. Equality and subtyping of recursive types were studied in the 1990s by Amadio and
Cardelli [2]; Kozen et al. [21]; Brandt and Henglein [9]; Jim and Palsberg [19]; and others. These papers
concentrate on the case where two types are considered equal if their infinite unfoldings are identical.
Type equality can be decided in O(nfi(n)) time, and a notion of subtyping defined by Amadio and
Cardelli [2] can be decided in O(n2) time [21].
If we allow a product-type constructor to be associative and commutative, then two recursive types may
be considered equal without their infinite unfoldings being identical. Alternatively, think of a product
type as a multiset, by which associativity and commutativity are obtained for free. Such flexibility has
been advocated by Auerbach et al. [6]. Until now, there have been no efficient algorithmic techniques
for deciding type equality in this case. One approach would be to guess an ordering and a bracketing of
all products and then use a standard polynomial-time method for checking that the infinite unfoldings
of the resulting types are identical. For types without infinite products, such an algorithm runs in NP
time. One of the inherent problems with allowing the product-type constructor to be associative and
commutative is that
A £ A £ B D A £ B £ A;
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while
A £ A £ B 6D A £ B £ B:
Notice the significance of the multiplicity of a type in a product. One could imagine that an algorithm
for deciding type equality would begin by determining the multiplicities of all components of product
types or even order the components. However, it seems like this would have to rely on being able to
decide type equality for the component types, and because the types may be recursive, this seems to
lead to a chicken-and-egg problem.
Our Result. We have developed an efficient decision procedure for a notion of type equality that
includes unfolding of recursive types, and associativity and commutativity of product types, as advocated
by Auerbach et al. For two types of size at most n, our algorithm decides equality in O(n2) time. The
main data structure is a set of type pairs, where each pair consists of two types that potentially are equal.
Initially, all pairs of subtrees of the input types are deemed potentially equal. The algorithm iteratively
prunes the set of type pairs, and eventually it produces a set of pairs of equal types. The algorithm takes
O(n) iterations each of which takes O(n) time, for a total of O(n2) time.
Implementation. We have implemented a type-matching tool based on our algorithm. The tool is for
matching Java interfaces. It supports a notion of equality for which interface names and method names
do not matter and for which the order of the methods in an interface and the order of the arguments
of a method do not matter. When given two Java interfaces, our tool will determine whether they are
equivalent, and if they are, it will present the user with a textual representation of all possible ways
of matching them. In case there is more one way of matching the interfaces, the user can input some
restrictions, and invoke the matching algorithm again. These restrictions may come from nonstructural
information known to the user such as the semantics of the methods. In this way, the user can interact
with the tool until a unique matching has been found.
Rest of the Paper. In the following section we give an overview of our techniques by way of an
example. In Section 3 we summarize related work and in Section 5 we present our algorithm in detail.
In Section 6 we show an extension to intersection and union types.
2. EXAMPLE
The purpose of this section is to give a gentle introduction to the algorithm and some of the definitions
in Section 5. We do that by walking through a run of our algorithm on a simple example. While the
example does not require all of the sophistication of our algorithm, it may give the reader a taste of what
follows in Section 5.
Suppose we are given the following two sets of Java interfaces.
interface I1 f interface I2 f
float m1 (I1 a); I1 m3 ( float a);
int m2 (I2 a); I2 m4 ( float a);
g g
and
interface J1 f interface J2 f
J1 n1 ( float a); int n3 (J1 a);
J2 n2 ( float a); float n4 (J2 a);
g g
We would like to find out whether interface I1 is structurally equal to interface J2. We want a notion
of equality for which interface names and method names do not matter and for which the order of the
methods in an interface and the order of the arguments of a method do not matter.
Notice that interface I1 is recursively defined. The method m1 takes an argument of type I1 and
returns a floating point number. In the following, we use names of interfaces and methods to stand for
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their type structures. The type of method m1 can be expressed as I1 ! float. The symbol! stands for
the function type constructor. Similarly, the type of m2 is I2 ! int. We can then capture the structure
of I1 with conventional „-notation for recursive types:
I1 D „fi:(fi! float)£ (I2 ! int):
The symbol fi is the type variable bound to the type I1 by the symbol „. The interface type I1 is a
product type with the symbol £ as the type constructor. Since we think of the methods of interface I1
as unordered, we could also write the structure of I1 as
I1 D „fi:(I2 ! int)£ (fi! float);
I2 D „–:( float! I1)£ ( float! –):
The unfolding rule for recursive types says that
„fi:¿ D ¿ [fi :D „fi:¿ ];
which means that the recursive type „fi:¿ is equivalent to ¿ where every free occurrence of fi in ¿ is
replaced by „fi:¿ . Infinite unfolding of a recursive type will result in a regular tree, that is, a tree with
a finite number of distinct subtrees. For example, we can depict I1; I2 as follows:
I1£
 
 !
@
float
 
I1
@
@!
 
I2
@
int
I2£
 
 !
@
I1
 
float
@
@!
 
float
@
I2
In the same way, the structures of the interfaces J1; J2 are:
J1 D „fl:( float! fl)£ ( float! J2)
J2 D „·:(J1 ! int)£ (·! float):
The tree forms of J1; J2 are the following.
J1£
 
 !
@
J1
 
float
@
@!
 
float
@
J2
J2£
 
 !
@
int
 
J1
@
@!
 
J2
@
float
The interface types I1; J2 are equal iff there exists a bijection from the methods in I1 to the methods
in J2 such that each pair of methods in the bijection relation have the same type. The types of two
methods are equal iff the types of the arguments and the return types are equal.
The equality of the interface types I1 and J2 can be determined by trying out all possible orderings of
the methods in each interface and comparing the two types in the form of finite automata. In this case,
there are a few possible orderings. However, if the number of methods is large and/or some methods
take many arguments, the above approach becomes time consuming because the number of possible
orderings grows exponentially.
Our approach is related to the pebbling concept used by Dowling and Gallier [16]. We propa-
gate information about inequality from the type pairs known to be unequal towards the ones we are
interested in.
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We will use the concepts of bipartite graphs and perfect matching. A bipartite graph is an undirected
graph where the vertices can be divided into two sets such that no edge connects vertices in the same
set. A perfect matching is a matching, or subset of edges without common vertices, of a graph which
touches all vertices exactly once.
We organize the types of interfaces, methods, and base types (such as int) into a bipartite graph
(V;W; R), where V represents the types in interfaces I1; I2 and W represents the types in interfaces
J1; J2. That is, V D fI1; I2;m1;m2;m3;m4; int; floatg, and W D fJ1; J2; n1; n2; n3; n4; int; floatg. The
set of edges R represents “hoped-for” equality of types.
We initialize R as (V £ W ); that is, we treat every pair of types as equivalent types at the start. The
idea is that by iteration, we remove edges between types that are not equal. When no more edges can
be removed, the algorithm stops. The types connected in the final graph are equal.
First, we remove the edges between types that are obviously not equal. For example, an interface type
and a method type are not equal; and a base type and a method type are not equal. We remove edges
that connect interface types and method types and edges between method types and base types.
In the iterations that follow, we remove edges between types that are not equal based on the information
known from previous iterations. For example, we can determine that the method types m1 and n1 are
not equal because the argument type of m1 is I1 while the argument type of n1 is float, and the edge
between I1 and float is removed in the preceding iteration. Therefore, we remove the edge between m1
and n1.
The interesting part is to determine whether the types of two interfaces with n methods each are
not equal based on information from previous iterations. This subproblem is equivalent to the perfect
matching problem of a bipartite graph (V 0;W 0; R0), where V 0 and W 0 are the sets of methods in each
interface, and there is an edge between two methods iff the types of the two methods have not been
determined unequal in the previous iterations. If the set of edges R0 is arbitrary, then the complexity of
the perfect matching problem is O(n5=2) (see [18]).
However, the graph (V;W; R) has a coherence property: if a vertex in V can reach a vertex in W ,
then there is an edge between these two vertices. Coherence both enables us to perform each iteration
efficiently and guarantees that the whole algorithm will terminate within jV j C jW j iterations.
The resulting bipartite graphs after the second, the third, and the fourth iterations are given in Fig. 1.
In the third iteration, we examine the edges between interface types and determine whether we should
remove some of the edges. For the types of interfaces I1 and J1 to be equal, there must exist a bijection
from fm1;m2g to fn1; n2g such that the pair of methods in the bijection relation are connected in the
bipartite graph after the second iteration. It is clear that the types of interface I1 and J1 are not equal
since there is no edge between m1;m2 and n1; n2 at all. Thus, the edge between I1 and J1 is removed.
Similarly, we remove the edge between I2 and J2.
By the same steps, we are able to remove the edge between m3 and n1, and the edge between m4
and n2 in the fourth iteration. After that, we cannot remove any more edges from the graph. Now the
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FIG. 1. From the left to the right are the bipartite graphs after the second, the third and the fourth iterations.
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algorithm terminates and we can conclude that interface I1 is equal to interface J2. If we compare
two types that can be represented with two automata each of size at most n, then the above algorithm
will spend O(n) time in each iteration and will terminate within O(n) iterations, for a total of O(n2)
time.
The simple example above does not reveal how the coherence property of an edge set can help speed
up an iteration. This is because interfaces I1; I2; J1; J2 only have two methods each. In Section 5 we
present an efficient algorithm for the general case.
3. RELATED WORK
Problems of type isomorphism can be divided into three categories: word problems, matching prob-
lems and unification problems. A word problem is to decide the equality of two types via a theory of
isomorphism. The types could be finite or infinite and they may contain types variables. A matching
problem is to decide for a given pair (p; s) of types (the pattern and the subject), whether there exists
a substitution ¾ such that p¾ is equal to s. Similarly, a unification problem is about the existence of ¾
such that p¾ and s¾ are equal. Notice that matching is a generalization of the word problem while also
a special case of unification. If p and s do not contain type variables, then the matching and unification
problems reduce to a word problem.
The axiom system TCC in Fig. 2 gives a sound and complete axiomatization of isomorphism of types in
Cartesian closed categories [10, 31]. If we exclude Rules (DISTRIB!£), (IDENT!), then the remaining
axiom system, denoted TSMC, gives a sound and complete axiomatization of isomorphism (called linear
isomorphism) of types in symmetric monoidal closed categories [30]. Rittri [27–29] used both kinds of
isomorphism in his work on using types as search keys. Table 1 summarizes some decidability results
for TCC and TSMC.
One approach to deciding whether two types are isomorphic in TCC is based on first reducing both
types to a normal form. Bruce, Di Cosmo, and Longo defined a notion of normal form and proved
its properties. The idea is to repeatedly apply the following set R of reduction rules until it no longer
A ‘ ¾ £ ¿ D ¿ £ ¾ (COM£)
A ‘ ¾ £ (¿ £ –) D (¾ £ ¿ )£ – (ASSOC£)
A ‘ (¾ £ ¿ )! – D ¾ ! (¿ ! –) (CURRY)
A ‘ ¾ ! (¿ £ –) D (¾ ! ¿ )£ (¾ ! –) (DISTRIB! £)
A ‘ ¾ £ T D ¾ (IDENT £)
A ‘ ¾ ! T D T (UNIT)
A ‘ T! ¾ D ¾ (IDENT!)
A ‘ ¾ D ¾ (REF)
A ‘ ¾ D – A ‘ – D ¿
A ‘ ¾ D ¿ (TRANS)
A ‘ ¾ D ¿
A ‘ ¿ D ¾ (SYM)
A ‘ ¾1 D ¿1 A ‘ ¾2 D ¿2
A ‘ ¾1 ! ¾2 D ¿1 ! ¿2 (CONG!)
A ‘ ¾1 D ¿1 A ‘ ¾2 D ¿2
A ‘ ¾1 £ ¾2 D ¿1 £ ¿2 (CONG£)
FIG. 2. TCC.
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TABLE 1
Axioms Word problem Matching problem Unification problem
TCC n2 log(n) [12] NP-hard, decidable [23] Undecidable [23]
TSMC n log2(n) [3] NP [23] NP-complete [23]
applies:
R D
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
¾ ! (¿ ! –)) (¾ £ ¿ )! –
¾ ! (¿ £ –)) (¾ ! ¿ )£ (¾ ! –)
T£ ¿ ) ¿
¿ £ T) ¿
T! ¿ ) ¿
¿ ! T) T:
Isomorphism of types in normal form is defined by associativity and commutativity of £. Let nf(¿ ) be
the normal form of type ¿ . Then,
nf(¿ ) D
‰
T; or a base type, or a function type, or
¿1 £ ¿2 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £ ¿n;
where the ¿i ’s are in normal form. We can use the abbreviation
Qn
iD1 ¿i for ¿1£¿2£¢ ¢ ¢£¿n to emphasize
that the order of the ¿i ’s is not important; a product in normal form can be viewed as a bag (multiset) of
factors. We can decide equality of two types in normal form with a straightforward recursive algorithm
which applies a bag-equality algorithm whenever it encounters a pair of product types. Notice that such
an algorithm would not work for recursive types; it would not terminate.
Equality and subtyping of recursive types have been studied in the 1990s by Amadio and Cardelli
[2]; Kozen et al. [21]; Brandt and Henglein [9]; Jim and Palsberg [19]; and others. These papers con-
centrate on the case where two types are considered equal if and only if their infinite unfoldings are
identical. This can be formalized using bisimulation [19, 26]. Sound and complete axiomatizations have
been presented by Amadio and Cardelli [2] and Brandt and Henglein [9]. Related axiomatizations have
been presented by Milner [22] and Kozen [20]. This notion of type equality can be decided in O(nfi(n))
time, and a notion of subtyping defined by Amadio and Cardelli [2] can be decided in O(n2)
time [21].
The axiomatization by Brandt and Henglein [9], here denoted by TR (R for Recursive), is shown
in Fig. 3. Auerbach et al. [6], in a quest for a foundation of the Mockingbird system, raised the
A ‘ „fi:¿ D ¿ [„fi:¿=fi] (UNFOLD/FOLD)
A; ¾ D ¿; A0 ‘ ¾ D ¿ (HYP)
A ‘ ¾ D ¾ (REF)
A ‘ ¾ D – A ‘ – D ¿
A ‘ ¾ D ¿ (TRANS)
A ‘ ¾ D ¿
A ‘ ¿ D ¾ (SYM)
A; ¾1 ! ¾2 D ¿1 ! ¿2 ‘ ¾1 D ¿1 A; ¾1 ! ¾2 D ¿1 ! ¿2 ‘ ¾2 D ¿2
A ‘ ¾1 ! ¾2 D ¿1 ! ¿2 (ARROW/FIX)
A; ¾1 £ ¾2 D ¿1 £ ¿2 ‘ ¾1 D ¿1 A; ¾1 £ ¾2 D ¿1 £ ¿2 ‘ ¾2 D ¿2
A ‘ ¾1 £ ¾2 D ¿1 £ ¿2 (CROSS/FIX)
FIG. 3. TR .
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question of whether TCC [ TR is consistent and decidable. They later discovered that this combined
system is inconsistent; see also [1]. Thus, the isomorphism problem of recursive types cannot simply
be defined by TCC [ TR . Moreover, it seems like reduction by R may not terminate, for some recursive
types.
In the following section we consider a notion of type equality where two types can be equal even if
their infinite unfoldings are different. Intuitively, our notion of type equality is
TR [ f(COM£); (ASSOC£)g:
A related system has been studied by Thatte [33]. We will present several equivalent definitions of type
equality, including one based on the axiomatization of Brandt and Henglein [9] and one based on the
bisimulation approach of Jim and Palsberg [19].
4. BASIC DEFINITIONS
In Section 5, we will use the notions of terms and term automata defined in [21]. For the convenience
of the reader, this section provides an excerpt of the relevant material from [21]. Our algorithm relies
on the fact that the types to be matched are represented as term automata.
4.1. Terms
Here we give a general definition of (possibly infinite) terms over an arbitrary finite ranked alphabet
6. Such terms are essentially labeled trees, which we represent as partial functions labeling strings over
! (the natural numbers) with elements of 6.
Let 6n denote the set of elements of 6 of arity n. Let ! denote the set of natural numbers and let !⁄
denote the set of finite-length strings over !.
A term over 6 is a partial function
t : !⁄ ! 6
with domain D(t) satisfying the following properties:
† D(t) is nonempty and prefix-closed;
† if t(fi) 2 6n , then fi j fii 2 D(t)g D f0; 1; : : : ; n ¡ 1g.
Let t be a term and fi 2 !⁄. Define the partial function t #fi : !⁄ ! 6 by
t #fi(fl) D t(fifl):
If t #fi has nonempty domain, then it is a term and is called the subterm of t at position fi.
A term t is said to be regular if it has only finitely many distinct subterms; i.e., if ft #fi j fi 2 !⁄g is
a finite set.
4.2. Term Automata
Every regular term over a finite ranked alphabet 6 has a finite representation in terms of a special
type of automaton called a term automaton.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 6 be a finite ranked alphabet. A term automaton over 6 is a tuple
M D (Q; 6; q0; –; ‘);
where:
† Q is a finite set of states,
† q0 2 Q is the start state,
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† – : Q £ !! Q is a partial function called the transition function, and
† ‘ : Q ! 6 is a (total) labeling function,
such that for any state q 2 Q, if ‘(q) 2 6n then
fi j –(q; i) is definedg D f0; 1; : : : ; n ¡ 1g:
We decorate Q, –, etc. with the superscriptM where necessary.
LetM be a term automaton as in Definition 4.1. The partial function – extends naturally to a partial
function
ˆ– : Q £ !⁄ ! Q
inductively as follows:
ˆ–(q; †) D q
ˆ–(q; fii) D –( ˆ–(q; fi); i):
For any q 2 Q, the domain of the partial function ‚fi: ˆ–(q; fi) is nonempty (it always contains †) and
prefix-closed. Moreover, because of the condition on the existence of i-successors in Definition 4.1, the
partial function
‚fi:‘( ˆ–(q; fi))
is a term.
DEFINITION 4.2. LetM be a term automaton. The term represented byM is the term
tM D ‚fi:‘( ˆ–(q0; fi)):
A term t is said to be representable if t D tM for someM.
Intuitively, tM(fi) is determined by starting in the start state q0 and scanning the input fi, following
transitions ofM as far as possible. If it is not possible to scan all of fi because some i-transition along
the way does not exist, then tM(fi) is undefined. If on the other handM scans the entire input fi and
ends up in state q , then tM(fi) D ‘(q).
LEMMA 4.3. Let t be a term. The following are equivalent:
(i) t is regular;
(ii) t is representable;
(iii) t is described by a finite set of equations involving the „ operator.
5. TYPE EQUALITY
In this section, we define a notion of type equality where the product-type constructor is associative
and commutative, and we present an efficient decision procedure.
In Section 5.1 we define our notion of type, and in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we give some preliminaries
about bipartite graphs and fixed points needed later. In Section 5.4 we present our notion of type equality,
in Section 5.5 we show a convenient characterization of type equality, and in Section 5.6 we present an
efficient decision procedure.
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5.1. Recursive Types
A type is a regular term over the ranked alphabet
6 D 0 [ f!g [
‰ nY
; n ‚ 2
¾
;
where 0 is a set of base types,! is binary, and Qn is of arity n. With the notation of Appendix A, the
root symbol of a type t is written t(†).
We impose the restriction that given a type ¾ and a path fi, if ¾ (fi) D Qn , then ¾ (fii) 2 0 S f!g,
for all i 2 f1::ng. The set of types is denoted T . Given a type ¾ , if ¾ (†) D!, ¾ (0) D ¾1, and ¾ (1) D ¾2,
then we write the type as ¾1 ! ¾2. If ¾ (†) D
Qn
and ¾ (i) D ¾iC1 8i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n ¡ 1g, then we
write the type ¾ as
Qn
iD1 ¾i .
Intuitively, our restriction means that products cannot be immediately nested, that is, one cannot form
a product one of whose immediate components is again a product. We impose this restriction for two
reasons:
1. it effectively rules out infinite products such as „fi:(int£ fi), and
2. it ensures that types are in a “normal form” with respect to associativity; that is, the issue of
associativity is reduced to a matter of the order of the components in a
Qn
iD1 ¾i type.
Currently, we are unable to extend our algorithm to handle infinite products. Types without infinite
products can easily be flattened to conform to our restriction.
For Java interfaces, our restriction has no impact. We model interfaces using one kind of product-
type constructor, we model argument-type lists using another kind of product-type constructor, and we
model method types using the function-type constructor. The syntax of Java interfaces ensures that a
straightforward translation of a Java interface to our representation of types will automatically satisfy
our restriction.
5.2. Bipartite Graphs
A bipartite graph (V;W; R) is given by two sets V;W of vertices and a set R µ V £W of undirected
edges.
For our application, we will only be interested in bipartite graphs where the edge sets are coherent.
A relation R is coherent iff
if (a; c); (b; c); (b; d) 2 R; then (a; d) 2 R:
It can be illustrated by the following picture
a
b
c
d


p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p
where the edges (a; c), (b; c), and (b; d) imply the existence of the edge (a; d).
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose G D (V;W; R) is a bipartite graph where R is coherent. If a 2 V can reach
d 2 W; then (a; d) 2 R.
Proof. Suppose a 2 V can reach d 2 W in k steps. Since all the edges are between V and W , each
step will move from one set to the other. Therefore, k must be an odd number and let k D 2 ⁄ n C 1,
n ‚ 0.
We proceed by induction on n.
(n D 0) We have that a can reach d in one step, so (a; d) 2 R.
Suppose the lemma holds for n D m > 0
(n D m C 1) We have that a can reach d in 2 ⁄m C 3 steps. Let c and b be the (2 ⁄m C 1)th and
(2 ⁄m C 2)th nodes a reaches along the path to d; then (b; c); (b; d) 2 R. By the induction hypothesis,
(a; c) 2 R. Consequently, (a; d) 2 R by the coherence property of R.
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DEFINITION 5.2. Suppose
Qn
iD1 ¾i ;
Qn
iD1 ¿i are two types and R is a relation on types. The matching
function match(QniD1 ¾i ;QniD1 ¿i ; R) is true iff there exists a bijection t : f1::ng ! f1::ng such that 8i ,
(¾i ; ¿t(i)) 2 R.
Lemma 5.1 enables a simple algorithm for match(QniD1 ¾i ;QniD1 ¿i ; R) where R is coherent and
finite. Let V;W be two finite sets such that ¾i 2 V , for all i 2 f1::ng, ¿i 2 W , for all i 2 f1::ng, and
R µ V £W . Let N D jV jC jW j. The bipartite graph (V;W; R) has at most N connected components,
C1;C2; : : : ; and we label them with numbers starting at 1. Thus, all the numbers are in the set f1::N g.
Define a function I : (V [ W )! f1::N g, where I (¾ ) D i iff ¾ 2 Ci . Two types ¾ and ¿ are in the
same connected component iff ¾ can reach ¿ in (V;W; R). Thus, by Lemma 5.1, we have (¾; ¿ ) 2 R
iff I (¾ ) D I (¿ ).
Let [:] denote a multiset of elements.
LEMMA 5.3. match(QniD1 ¾i ;QniD1 ¿i ; R) is true iff [I (¾1); I (¾2); :: ; I (¾n)] D [I (¿1); I (¿2); ::; I (¿n)].
Proof. If [I (¾1); I (¾2); :: ; I (¾n)] D [I (¿1); I (¿2); :: ; I (¿n)], then there exists bijection t : f1::ng !
f1::ng, such that 8i , I (¾i ) D I (¿t(i)). By the definition of I , vertex ¾i can reach vertex ¿t(i); thus, by
Lemma 5.1, (¾i ; ¿t(i)) 2 R; 8i . Therefore, match(
Qn
iD1 ¾i ;
Qn
iD1 ¿i ; R) is true.
Suppose match(QniD1 ¾i ;QniD1 ¿i ; R) is true. Then, there exists bijection t such that (¾i ; ¿t(i)) 2
R; 8i . Thus, I (¾i ) D I (¿t(i)) since ¾i and ¿t(i) are connected. Since [I (¿1); I (¿2); :: ; I (¿n)] D [I (¿t(1));
I (¿t(2)); :: ; I (¿t(n))], we have [I (¾1); I (¾2); :: ; I (¾n)] D [I (¿1); I (¿2); :: ; I (¿n)].
5.3. Monotone Functions and Fixed Points
We now recall the notion of a greatest fixed point of a monotone function, and we prove three basic
results about greatest fixed points that will be needed in Section 5.5.
Let P denote the unary operator which maps a set to its power-set. Consider the lattice (P(S);µ)
and a function
F : P(S)! P(S):
We say that F is monotone iff if s1 µ s2, then F(s1) µ F(s2). If F is monotone, then Tarski’s fixed
point theorem [32] gives that F has a greatest fixed point ”F given by:
”F D
[
fX j X µ F(X )g:
Suppose F is monotone, and K µ S. In Section 5.5, we will be particularly interested in a case where
K is finite and S is infinite. Define
H 2 P(K )! P(K )
H (X ) D F(X ) \ K :
LEMMA 5.4. ”H µ ”F \ K .
Proof
”H D
[
fX j X µ H (X )g
D
[
fX j X µ F(X ) \ K g
D
‡[
fX j X µ F(X ) \ K g
·
\ K
µ
‡[
fX j X µ F(X )g
·
\ K
D ”F \ K :
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The converse of Lemma 5.4 may be false. For example, consider
S D f1; 2g
K D f1g
F(f1; 2g) D f1; 2g
F(f1g) D F(f2g) D F(;) D ;:
We have that F is monotone, ”F D f1; 2g, and ”H D ;. We conclude that ”F \ K D f1; 2g \ f1g D
f1g 6µ ; D ”H .
We now give a sufficient condition under which the converse of Lemma 5.4 is true.
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose that if X µ F(X ); then F(X ) \ K µ F(X \ K ). We have ”F \ K µ ”H.
Proof From X µ F(X ) we have
X \ K µ F(X ) \ K µ F(X \ K ):
Now we can calculate as follows:
”F \ K D
[
fX j X µ F(X )g \ K
D
[
fY j 9X : (Y D X \ K ) ^ (X µ F(X ))g
µ
[
fY j 9X : (Y D X \ K ) ^ (X \ K µ F(X \ K ))g
D
[
fY j 9X : (Y D X \ K ) ^ (Y µ F(Y ))g
D
[
fY j (Y µ K ) ^ (Y µ F(Y ))g
D
[
fY j Y µ F(Y ) \ K g
D
[
fY j Y µ H (Y )g
D ”H:
If S is finite, then a well-known characterization of ”F is given by:
”F D
1\
iD0
Fi (S):
LEMMA 5.6. If H is a monotone function from (P(V £ W );µ) to itself; where V;W are finite and
N D jV jCjW j; and if for all non-negative integers i; Hi (V £W ) is coherent; then ”H D H N (V £W ).
Proof. Let S D (V £W ). Since H is monotone, HiC1(S) µ Hi (S) 8i ‚ 0.
If HiC1(S) D Hi (S), then Hi (S) is a fixed point of H and H j (S) D Hi (S), 8 j > i . Otherwise, if
HiC1(S) ‰ Hi (S), then HiC1(S) ‰ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‰ H 1(S) ‰ S.
Suppose HiC1(S) ‰ Hi (S) and (v;w) 2 (Hi (S)\:HiC1(S)). We construct the bipartite graph Gi D
(V;W; Hi (S)). Each connected component of Gi corresponds to one or more connected components in
GiC1, because any set of vertices that are connected in GiC1 are connected in Gi as well.
Since (v;w) 2 Hi (S), v;w are in the same connected component of Gi . From (v;w) 2 :HiC1(S)
and Lemma 5.1, v cannot reach w in GiC1. Therefore, v and w are in separate connected components
of GiC1. Consequently, GiC1 has at least one more connected component than Gi .
Consider fHi (S)gkiD0 such that H k(S) ‰ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‰ H 1(S) ‰ S. Then the bipartite graph Gk has at least
k connected components. However, Gk can have at most N connected components, which is the case
when there is no edge in the graph and each vertex forms a connected component. Thus, k • N and
H N (S) D H NC1(S).
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A; ¾ D ¿; A0 ‘ ¾ D ¿ (HYP)
A ‘ ° D ° (REF)
A; ¾1 ! ¾2 D ¿1 ! ¿2 ‘ ¾1 D ¿1 A; ¾1 ! ¾2 D ¿1 ! ¿2 ‘ ¾2 D ¿2
A ‘ ¾1 ! ¾2 D ¿1 ! ¿2 (!/FIX)
A;
Qn
iD1 ¾i D
Qn
iD1 ¿i ‘ ¾i D ¿t(i); i 2 f1::ng
A ‘QniD1 ¾i DQniD1 ¿i (Q/FIX)
where t : f1::ng ! f1::ng is a bijection
FIG. 4. TRAC.
We conclude that ”H DT1iD0 Hi (S) DTNiD0 Hi (S) D H N (S).
5.4. Type Equality
We now give three equivalent definitions of type equality. They will be denoted EQ; E; ”F .
The first definition is based on the rule set TRAC (R for Recursive, A for Associative, and C for
Commutative) in Fig. 4. The rule (Q/FIX) entails that the product-type constructor is associative and
commutative. Define
EQ D f(¾; ¿ ) j ; ‘ ¾ D ¿ g:
The second definition of type equality is based on the idea of bisimilarity. A relation R on types is called
a bisimulation if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(C) If (¾; ¿ ) 2 R, then ¾ (†) D ¿ (†).
(P1) If (¾1 ! ¾2; ¿1 ! ¿2) 2 R, then (¾1; ¿1) 2 R and (¾2; ¿2) 2 R.
(P2) If (QniD1 ¾i ;QniD1 ¿i ) 2 R, then match(QniD1 ¾i ;QniD1 ¿i ; R) is true.
A relation R is said to be consistent if it satisfies property C , and it is said to be closed if it satisfies
P1; P2. Bisimulations are closed under union; therefore, there exists a largest bisimulation
E D
[
fR j R is a bisimulationg:
The third definition of type equality is based on the notion of greatest fixed points. Define
F 2 P(T £ T )! P(T £ T )
F D ‚R:f(¾; ¿ ) j ¾; ¿ are base types and ¾ (†) D ¿ (†)g
[ f(¾1 ! ¾2; ¿1 ! ¿2) j (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2 Rg
[ '¡5niD1¾i ;5niD1¿i¢ j match¡5niD1¾i ;5niD1¿i ; R¢“:
Notice that F is monotone so it has a greatest fixed point ”F .
LEMMA 5.7. R is a bisimulation iff R µ F(R).
Proof. Suppose first that R is a bisimulation. For every type pair (¾; ¿ ) 2 R, if ¾; ¿ are base types,
then ¾ (†) D ¿ (†), so (¾; ¿ ) 2 F(R). If ¾ D ¾1 ! ¾2, ¿ D ¿1 ! ¿2, then (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2 R, so
(¾; ¿ ) 2 F(R). Similarly for ¾ DQniD1 ¾i ; ¿ DQniD1 ¿i .
Conversely, suppose that R µ F(R). It is straightforward to prove that R is a bisimulation; we omit
the details.
THEOREM 5.8. EQ D E D ”F.
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Proof. For a proof of EQ D E , see Appendix A. From Lemma 5.7 we have
E D
[
fR j R is a bisimulationg
D
[
fR j R µ F(R) g D ”F:
We may apply the principle of co-induction to prove that two types are related in E . That is, to show
(¾; ¿ ) 2 E , it is sufficient to find a bisimulation R such that (¾; ¿ ) 2 R.
THEOREM 5.9. E is a congruence relation.
Proof. By co-induction, see Appendix B.
5.5. A Characterization of Type Equality
In this section we prove that type equality can be decided by an iterative method (Theorem 5.15).
To prove this result, we need five lemmas which establish that coherence is preserved by one step of
iteration (Lemmas 5.10, 5.11, 5.12) and that it is sufficient to concentrate on the types that are subtrees
of the input types (Lemmas 5.13 and 5.14).
LEMMA 5.10. If R µ (T £ T ) is coherent; then F(R) is coherent.
Proof. First, notice that if (¾; ¿ ) 2 F(R), then ¾ (†) D ¿ (†) by the definition of F .
Suppose (a; c); (b; c); (b; d) 2 F(R); we want to show that (a; d) 2 F(R). There are three cases.
1. a::d are base types. We have a(†) D c(†) D b(†) D d(†), so (a; d) 2 F(R).
2. a::d are! types. Suppose a D a1 ! a2; b D b1 ! b2; c D c1 ! c2; and d D d1 ! d2:
We have (ai ; ci ), (bi ; ci ), and (bi ; di ) 2 R, i D 1; 2. Since R is coherent, (ai ; di ) 2 R, i D 1; 2, which
means (a; d) 2 F(R).
3. a::d are product types. Suppose a D QniD1 ai ; b D QniD1 bi ; c D QniD1 ci ; and d D QniD1 di :
We have (a; c) 2 R and match(QniD1 ai ;QniD1 ci ; R) is true. The same applies to (b; c) and (b; d).
Therefore, 9 bijections s; t; u from f1::ng to f1::ng such that (ai ; cs(i)); (bi ; ct(i)); (bi ; du(i)) 2 R; 8i . Let
bijectionv D u–t¡1–s; we have (ai ; dv(i)) 2 R 8i , since R is coherent. Thus, match(QniD1 ai ;QniD1 di ; R)
is true and (a; d) 2 F(R).
For ¾ 2 T , define
V¾ D f¿ j ¿ is a subterm of ¾ g:
Given ¾; ¿ , define
H 2 P(V¾ £ V¿ )! P(V¾ £ V¿ )
H D ‚R:(F(R) \ (V¾ £ V¿ )):
LEMMA 5.11. If R µ (V¾ £ V¿ ) is coherent; then H (R) is coherent.
Proof. By the definition of H , we have H (R) D F(R) \ (V¾ £ V¿ ).
Since R µ (V¾ £ V¿ ) ‰ (T £ T ), by Lemma 5.10, F(R) is coherent. Thus, if (a; c); (b; c); (b; d) 2
F(R) \ (V¾ £ V¿ ), then (a; d) 2 F(R) and (a; d) 2 (V¾ £ V¿ ) because a 2 V¾ and d 2 V¿ . Therefore,
(a; d) 2 F(R) \ (V¾ £ V¿ ), and H (R) is coherent.
LEMMA 5.12. For all n; H n(V¾ £ V¿ ) is coherent.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n.
For n D 0, we have H 0(V¾ £ V¿ ) D (V¾ £ V¿ ). If (a; c); (b; c); (b; d) 2 (V¾ £ V¿ ), then (a; d) 2
(V¾ £ V¿ ) since a 2 V¾ and d 2 V¿ .
Suppose H n(V¾ £V¿ ) is coherent. Since H n(V¾ £V¿ ) µ (V¾ £V¿ ), we know that H ( H n(V¾ £V¿ ) )
is coherent, by Lemma 5.11.
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LEMMA 5.13. F(R) \ (V¾ £ V¿ ) µ F(R \ (V¾ £ V¿ )).
Proof Let K D (V¾ £ V¿ ).
F(R) \ K
D f(¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 K j ¾ 0; ¿ 0 are base types and ¾ 0(†) D ¿ 0(†)g
[ f(¾1 ! ¾2; ¿1 ! ¿2) 2 K j (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2 Rg
['¡5niD1¾i ;5niD1¿i¢ 2 K j match¡5niD1¾i ;5niD1¿i ; R¢“
D f(¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 K j ¾ 0; ¿ 0 are base types and ¾ 0(†) D ¿ 0(†)g
[ f(¾1 ! ¾2; ¿1 ! ¿2) 2 K j (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2 R \ K )g
['¡5niD1¾i ;5niD1¿i¢ 2 K j match¡5niD1¾i ;5niD1¿i ; R \ K ¢“
µ f(¾ 0; ¿ 0) j ¾ 0; ¿ 0 are base types and ¾ 0(†) D ¿ 0(†)g
[ f(¾1 ! ¾2; ¿1 ! ¿2) j (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2 R \ K )g
['¡5niD1¾i ;5niD1¿i¢ j match¡5niD1¾i ;5niD1¿i ; R \ K ¢“
D F(R \ K );
LEMMA 5.14. ”H D ”F \ (V¾ £ V¿ ).
Proof. By Lemma 5.4, we have ”H µ ”F \ (V¾ £ V¿ ). By Lemma 5.13, F(R) \ (V¾ £ V¿ ) µ
F(R \ (V¾ £ V¿ )). Therefore, by Lemma 5.5, we also have ”H ¶ ”F \ (V¾ £ V¿ ).
THEOREM 5.15. (¾; ¿ ) 2 E iff (¾; ¿ ) 2 H N (V¾ £ V¿ ); where N D jV¾ j C jV¿ j.
Proof. From (¾; ¿ ) 2 (V¾ £ V¿ ) we have that (¾; ¿ ) 2 E iff (¾; ¿ ) 2 E \ (V¾ £ V¿ ). Moreover,
from Theorem 5.8 and Lemma 5.14 we have
E \ (V¾ £ V¿ ) D ”F \ (V¾ £ V¿ ) D ”H:
Finally, Lemma 5.12 shows that Hi (V¾ £V¿ ) is coherent for all i , so by Lemma 5.6, ”H D H N (V¾ £
V¿ ).
5.6. Algorithm and Complexity
We can use Theorem 5.15 to give an algorithm for deciding type equality. Given a type pair (¾; ¿ ),
we can decide (¾; ¿ ) 2 E by deciding (¾; ¿ ) 2 H N (V¾ £ V¿ ), where N D jV¾ j C jV¿ j. To do this, we
need to apply H at most N times. In each round, according to Lemma 5.12, H will be applied to a
coherent relation R, where H (R) is also coherent. Thus, we only need to represent coherent relations.
We will now present such a representation scheme, and we will show that given a representation of R,
we can efficiently compute a representation of H (R).
Given a coherent relation R, we represent R by a function
I : (V¾ [ V¿ )! f1::N g;
where (¾ 0; ¿ 0)2 R iff I (¾ 0)D I (¿ 0). The existence of such a representation was established in
Section 5.2. The abstraction function abs maps a function I to the relation represented by I :
abs(I ) D f(¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 (V¾ £ V¿ ) j I (¾ 0) D I (¿ 0)g:
Since I represents R, we want to define H(I ) as a representation of H (R). The function H has the
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following properties
H(I )(¾ 0) D H(I )(¿ 0), ¾ 0(†) D ¿ 0(†)
H(I )(¾1 ! ¾2) D H(I )(¿1 ! ¿2), I (¾1) D I (¿1) ^ I (¾2) D I (¿2)
H(I )¡5niD1¾i¢ D H(I )¡5niD1¿¢, [I (¾1); : : : ; I (¾n)] D [I (¿1); : : : ; I (¿n)];
where ¾ 0; ¿ 0 are base types.
Any such function H satisfies the following lemma 5.16, which states that we can compute a repre-
sentation of the result of applying H to the relation represented by I , by computingH(I ).
LEMMA 5.16. H (abs(I )) D abs(H(I )).
Proof. Suppose (¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 H (abs(I )). We have ¾ 0(†) D ¿ 0(†) by definition of H and F .
There are three cases.
1. ¾ 0; ¿ 0 are base types. Since H(I )(¾ 0) D H(I )(¿ 0) , ¾ 0(†) D ¿ 0(†), we have (¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2
abs(H(I )).
2. ¾ 0; ¿ 0 are! types. Suppose ¾ 0 D ¾1 ! ¾2 and ¿ 0 D ¿1 ! ¿2. We have (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2
abs(I ). By the definition of abs(I ), I (¾1) D I (¿1) and I (¾2) D I (¿2). Hence, H(I )(¾1 ! ¾2) D
H(I )(¿1 ! ¿2) and (¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 abs(H(I )).
3. ¾ 0; ¿ 0 are product types. Suppose ¾ 0 D QniD1 ¾i and ¿ 0 D QniD1 ¿i . We have match(¾ 0; ¿ 0;
abs(I )) true. By Lemma 5.3 and the definition of abs(I ), we have [I (¾1); : : : ; I (¾n)] D [I (¿1); : : : ;
I (¿n)] and consequently,H(I )(5niD1¾i ) D H(I )(5niD1¿ ) and (¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 abs(H(I )).
Conversely, if (¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 abs(H(I )), we haveH(I )(¾ 0) D H(I )(¿ 0). It is straightforward to show that
(¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 H (abs(I )) by a case analysis as above. We omit the details.
Here is a particular definition of an H which satisfies the three properties. Given I , we define H(I )
in three steps:
1. Define v on (V¾ [ V¿ ) to be the smallest preorder which includes the following definitions.
First,
A v ¾1 ! ¾2 v
nY
iD1
¿i
for all base types A, all function types ¾1 ! ¾2, and all product types
Qn
iD1 ¿i . Next, we choose some
arbitrary linear ordering of the base types. Finally, we use I to further sort the function types and to
further sort the product types. The idea of the further sorting is to define a lexicographical order based
on I . Given a string of k numbers m1 : : : mk , the notation sort(m1 : : : mk) denotes a string of the same
k numbers but now in increasing order.
¾1 ! ¾2 v ¿1 ! ¿2 iff I (¾1)I (¾2) is lexicographically less than I (¿1)I (¿2)Qn
iD1 ¾i v
Qn
iD1 ¿i iff sort(I (¾1) : : : I (¾n)) is lexicographically less than sort(I (¿1) : : : I (¿n)).
2. Notice that v can be viewed as a directed graph. Number the strongly connected components
of v in ascending order.
3. DefineH(I )(·) to be the number of the strongly connected component to which · belongs.
It is straightforward to show that the resultingH(I ) satisfies the three properties listed earlier.
Let us now restate the definition of H(I ) in a more algorithmic style. The main task is to sort the
elements of V¾ [ V¿ by v. This is done in two steps:
1. generate a string of numbers for each element of V¾ [ V¿ :
† for each base type, generate a one-character string;
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† for each function type ¾1 ! ¾2, generate I (¾1)I (¾2); and
† for each product type QniD1 ¾i , generate sort(I (¾1) : : : I (¾n)), and
2. sort the generated strings by lexicographical order.
We will now consider the complexity of computingH(I ).
Let ¾ be represented by the term automaton
M¾ D (V¾ ; 6; q0; –; ‘):
Notice that we can construct a directed graph (V¾ ; E¾ ), where (q; q 0) 2 E¾ iff –(q; i) D q 0, for some
i 2 f0; 1; :: ; n ¡ 1g and ‘(q) 2 6n . Similarly, for type ¿ , we can construct a directed graph (V¿ ; E¿ ).
Let M D jE¾ j C jE¿ j.
We now show that we can computeH(I ) in O(M) time.
The size of I and H(I ) is N . For each product type QnkiD1 ¾i 2 (V¾ [ V¿ ), we compute sort[I (¾1);
I (¾2); :: ; I (¾nk )] in O(nk) time using COUNTING SORT [13].
In graph (V¾ ; E¾ ), the vertex
Qnk
iD1 ¾i has nk outgoing edges. Suppose there are K such vertices in
the graph, then 6KkD1nk • jE¾ j. Similarly, for the product types
Qmk
iD1 ¿i in graph (V¿ ; E¿ ), we have
6K
0
kD1mk • jE¿ j, where K 0 is the total number of product types in V¿ . Since M D jE¾ j C jE¿ j, the total
amount of time for computing sort(:) for all product types is O(M).
To order all the! types and products types, we need to lexicographically order strings of numbers.
Using RADIX SORT [13], the ordering of all strings can be computed in time linear in the total size of the
strings. The size of the string corresponding to type
Qnk
iD1 ¾i 2 V¾ is nk , which is equal to the number
of outgoing edges of
Qnk
iD1 ¾i in (V¾ ; E¾ ). The size of the string corresponding to ¾1 ! ¾2 2 V¾ is 2,
which is equal to the number of outgoing edges of ¾1 ! ¾2 in (V¾ ; E¾ ). Therefore, the total size of
strings corresponding to! types and product types in V¾ is equal to jE¾ j. Similarly, the total size of
strings corresponding to! types and product types in V¿ is equal to jE¿ j. Thus, the lexicographical
ordering of all strings costs O(M) time.
In conclusion, our decision procedure for membership in E is given by O(N ) iterations each of which
takes O(M) time. Thus, we have shown the following result.
THEOREM 5.17. Type equality as defined by E can be decided in O(N £ M) time.
6. EQUALITY OF INTERSECTION AND UNION TYPES
Palsberg and Pavlopoulou [25] defined a type system with intersection and union types, together with
a notion of type equality. An intersection type is written ^niD1¾i , and a union type is written _niD1¾i .
Their notion of equality of intersection types is the same as our notion of equality of product types.
Their notion of equality of union types has the distinguishing features that ¾ _ ¾ D ¾ and that there is
a special base type ? such that ¾ _? D ? _ ¾ D ¾ .
The goal of this section is to demonstrate that our framework is sufficiently robust to handle union
types with only minor changes to the algorithm and correctness proof. We will present the definitions
and theorems in the same order as in Section 5. We do not show the proofs; they are similar to the ones
in Section 5.
Palsberg and Pavlopoulou [25] define a set of types, where, intuitively, each type is of one of the
forms:
Wn
iD1
Vni
kD1(¾ik ! ¾ 0ik)¡Wn
iD1
Vni
kD1(¾ik ! ¾ 0ik)
¢ _ Int:
In the case where the unions are empty, the first form can be simplified to ?, and the second form can
be simplified to Int.
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A type is a regular term over the ranked alphabet
6 D fInt;?;!g [ f^n; n ‚ 2g [ f_n; n ‚ 2g;
where Int;? are nullary,! is binary, and _n;^n are n-ary operators.
Palsberg and Pavlopoulou [25] impose the restrictions that given a type ¾ and a path fi, if ¾ (fi) D _n ,
then ¾ (fii) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^n; n ‚ 2g, for all i 2 f1::ng, and if ¾ (fi) D ^n , then ¾ (fii) D !,
for all i 2 f1::ng. Intuitively, the restrictions mean that neither union types nor intersection types can
be immediately nested; that is, one cannot form a union type one of whose immediate components is
again a union type, and similarly for intersection types. Moreover, a union type cannot be an immediate
component of an intersection type. The set of types is denoted ˆT .
Given a type ¾ , if ¾ (†) D !, ¾ (1) D ¾1, and ¾ (2) D ¾2, then we write the type as ¾1 ! ¾2. If
¾ (†) D ^n and ¾ (i) D ¾i 8i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, then we write the type ¾ as ^niD1¾i . If ¾ (†) D _n and
¾ (i) D ¾i 8i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, then we write the type ¾ as _niD1¾i . If ¾ (†) D ?, then we write the type
as ?. If ¾ (†) D Int, then we write the type as Int.
DEFINITION 6.1. The function match(^niD1¾i ;^njD1¿ j ; R) is true iff there exists a bijection t : f1::ng !
f1::ng such that for all i 2 f1::ng; (¾i ; ¿t(i)) 2 R.
Palsberg and Pavlopoulou [25] define type equality as follows. A relation R is called a bisimulation
if it satisfies the following six conditions:
1. If (_niD1¾i ;_mjD1¿ j ) 2 R, then
† for all i 2 f1::ng, where ¾i (†) 6D ?, there exists j 2 f1::mg : (¾i ; ¿ j ) 2 R, and
† for all j 2 f1::mg, where ¿ j (†) 6D ?, there exists i 2 f1::ng : (¾i ; ¿ j ) 2 R.
2. If ¿ (†) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^m;m ‚ 2g, and (_niD1¾i ; ¿ ) 2 R, then
† for all i 2 f1::ng, where ¾i (†) 6D ?: (¾i ; ¿ ) 2 R, and
† if ¿ (†) 6D ?, then there exists i 2 f1::ng : (¾i ; ¿ ) 2 R.
3. If ¿ (†) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^m;m ‚ 2g, and (¿;_niD1¾i ) 2 R, then
† for all i 2 f1::ng, where ¾i (†) 6D ?: (¿; ¾i ) 2 R, and
† if ¿ (†) 6D ?, then there exists i 2 f1::ng : (¿; ¾i ) 2 R.
4. If (^niD1¾i ;^njD1¿ j ) 2 R, then match(^niD1¾i ;^njD1¿ j ; R).
5. If (¾1 ! ¾2; ¿1 ! ¿2) 2 R, then (¾1; ¿1) 2 R and (¾2; ¿2) 2 R.
6. If (¾; ¿ ) 2 R, then either
¾ (†) D ¿ (†) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^n; n ‚ 2g;
¾ (†) 2 f_n; n ‚ 2g; or
¿ (†) 2 f_n; n ‚ 2g:
Bisimulations are closed under union; therefore, there exists a largest bisimulation
E D
[
fR j R is a bisimulationg:
The set E is Palsberg and Pavlopoulou’s notion of type equality. It is straightforward to show, by
co-induction, that
¾ _? D ? _ ¾ D ¾ _ ¾ D ¾:
We now reformulate the above definition of bisimulation to make it better fit the framework of Section 5.
DEFINITION 6.2. Define ¾ ’R ¿ iff
† ¾ (†) D ¿ (†) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^m;m ‚ 2g,
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† if ¾ D ¾1 ! ¾2 and ¿ D ¿1 ! ¿2, then (¾1; ¿1) 2 R and (¾2; ¿2) 2 R, and
† if ¾ D ^niD1¾i and ¿ D ^niD1¿i , then match(^niD1¾i ;^njD1¿ j ; R).
The function dmatch(¾; ¿; R) is true iff
1. if ¾ D _niD1¾i and ¿ D _mjD1¿ j , then
† for all i 2 f1::ng, where ¾i (†) 6D ?, there exists j 2 f1::mg : ¾i ’R ¿ j , and
† for all j 2 f1::mg, where ¿ j (†) 6D ?, there exists i 2 f1::ng : ¾i ’R ¿ j .
2. if ¾ D _niD1¾i , and ¿ (†) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^m;m ‚ 2g, then
† for all i 2 f1::ng, where ¾i (†) 6D ?: ¾i ’R ¿ , and
† if ¿ (†) 6D ?, then there exists i 2 f1::ng : ¾i ’R ¿ .
3. if ¿ D _niD1¿i , and ¾ (†) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^m;m ‚ 2g, then
† for all i 2 f1::ng, where ¿i (†) 6D ?: ¾ ’R ¿i , and
† if ¾ (†) 6D ?, then there exists i 2 f1::ng : ¾ ’R ¿i .
LEMMA 6.3. If R is a bisimulation and ¾ (†); ¿ (†) 6D _n; where n ‚ 2; then (¾; ¿ ) 2 R iff ¾ ’R ¿ .
The following is an equivalent definition of bisimulation. A relation R is called a bisimulation if it
satisfies the following four conditions:
1. If (¾; ¿ ) 2 R, then dmatch(¾; ¿; R).
2. If (^niD1¾i ;^njD1¿ j ) 2 R, then match(^niD1¾i ;^mjD1¿ j ; R).
3. If (¾1 ! ¾2; ¿1 ! ¿2) 2 R, then (¾1; ¿1) 2 R and (¾2; ¿2) 2 R.
4. If (¾; ¿ ) 2 R, then either
¾ (†) D ¿ (†) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^n; n ‚ 2g;
¾ (†) 2 f_n; n ‚ 2g; or
¿ (†) 2 f_n; n ‚ 2g:
Define
ˆF 2 P( ˆT £ ˆT )! P( ˆT £ ˆT )
ˆF D ‚R:f(¾; ¿ ) j ¾; ¿ are base types and ¾ (†) D ¿ (†)g
[ f(¾1 ! ¾2; ¿1 ! ¿2) j (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2 Rg
[ '¡ ^niD1 ¾i ;^niD1¿i¢ j match¡ ^niD1 ¾i ;^niD1¿i ; R¢“
[ '(¾; ¿ ) j dmatch(¾; ¿; R)g:
Notice that ˆF is monotone so it has a greatest fixed point ” ˆF .
THEOREM 6.4. E D ” ˆF.
THEOREM 6.5. E is a congruence relation.
Given ¾; ¿ , define
ˆH 2 P(V¾ £ V¿ )! P(V¾ £ V¿ )
ˆH D ‚R:( ˆF(R) \ (V¾ £ V¿ )):
THEOREM 6.6. (¾; ¿ ) 2 E iff (¾; ¿ ) 2 ˆH N (V¾ £ V¿ ); where N D jV¾ j C jV¿ j.
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Given a coherent relation R, we represent R by a function
I : (V¾ [ V¿ )! f1::N g;
where (¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 R iff I (¾ 0) D I (¿ 0).
The abstraction function abs maps a function I to the relation represented by I :
abs(I ) D f(¾ 0; ¿ 0) 2 (V¾ £ V¿ ) j I (¾ 0) D I (¿ 0)g:
If I represents R, then we want to define ˆH(I ) as a representation of ˆH (R). The function ˆH should
have the following properties:
ˆH(I )(¾ 0) D ˆH(I )(¿ 0), ¾ 0(†) D ¿ 0(†)
ˆH(I )(¾1 ! ¾2) D ˆH(I )(¿1 ! ¿2), I (¾1) D I (¿1) ^ I (¾2) D I (¿2)
ˆH(I )¡^niD1 ¾i¢ D ˆH(I )¡ ^niD1 ¿i¢, [I (¾1); : : : ; I (¾n)] D [I (¿1); : : : ; I (¿n)]
ˆH(I )¡_miD1 ¾i¢ D ˆH(I )¡ _niD1 ¿i¢, f ˆH(I )(¾1); : : : ; ˆH(I )(¾m)g n f ˆH(I )(?)g
D f ˆH(I )(¿1); : : : ; ˆH(I )(¿n)g n f ˆH(I )(?)g
ˆH(I )¡_miD1 ¾i¢ D ˆH(I )(¿ ), f ˆH(I )(¾1); : : : ; ˆH(I )(¾m)g n f ˆH(I )(?)g
D f ˆH(I )(¿ )g n f ˆH(I )(?)g;
where ¾ 0; ¿ 0 are base types, and ¿ (†) 2 fInt;?;!g [ f^m;m ‚ 2g.
Any such function ˆH satisfies the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.7. ˆH (abs(I )) D abs( ˆH(I )).
We can define the function ˆHmuch the same way asH except for the union types. Once ˆH is defined
for base types,! types, and intersection types, we can define ˆH for union types the following way.
We first compute the set S(_miD1¾i ) D f ˆH(I )(¾1); : : : ; ˆH(I )(¾m)g n f ˆH(I )(?)g for every union type
_miD1¾i . If S(_miD1¾i ) D ;, then we let ˆH(I )(_miD1¾i ) D ˆH(I )(?). If S(_miD1¾i ) D fkg, then we let
ˆH(I )(_miD1¾i ) D k. We then order the rest of the union types lexicographically by the sets S(:) and
assign unused integers to the union types according to their ranking.
Given a type pair (¾; ¿ ), let N D jV¾ j C jV¿ j, and M D jE¾ j C jE¿ j. It is now straightforward to
show, using the techniques that were applied in Section 5, that our decision procedure for membership
in E is given by O(N ) iterations each of which takes O(M) time. Thus, we have shown the following
result.
THEOREM 6.8. Type equality as defined by E can be decided in O(N £ M) time.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A natural next step is to investigate how to automatically generate bridge code for a multilanguage
system. We would also like to find out whether our notion of type equality is sound and complete for
some class of models of recursive types. On the implementation side, we want to make connections to
work on multiset discrimination [11] and chaotic fixed-point iteration [15].
When dealing with building bridge code between interfaces, there are interesting equivalences
involving currying and uncurrying at the interface level [4, 6]. Recall that currying is usually expressed
with the rule
¾1 ! (¾2 ! ¾3) D (¾1 £ ¾2)! ¾3:
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Consider the type
¾ D „fi:(Int! fi):
When uncurrying is allowed, ¾ is equivalent to a number of types containing product types of different
sizes, such as
¾ D „fi:((Int£ Int)! fi)
D „fi:
ˆˆ
4Y
iD1
¿i
!
! fi
!
;
where, for all i 2 1::4, ¿i D Int. Notice that ¾ does not contain any product types, while the second
type contains a binary product type, and the third type contains a 4-ary product type. It remains an open
problem to decide this notion of type equality.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of the First Half of Theorem 5.8
THEOREM A.1. EQ D E.
Proof. First we prove EQ µ E (soundness). Suppose 1 is a derivation tree for ; ‘ ¾ D ¿ . Let
R be the set of type pairs that are found in 1 on the right-hand side of ‘, except for applications of
the rule (HYP). It is straightforward to see that all other type pairs in 1 are elements of R. Notice that
(¾; ¿ ) 2 R. It is straightforward to show that R µ F(R). From that and Lemma 5.7 we have that R is a
bisimulation, so, by co-induction, (¾; ¿ ) 2 E .
Next we prove E µ EQ (completeness). Suppose (¾; ¿ ) 2 E . Choose a bisimulation R0 such that
(¾; ¿ ) 2 R0. Define R D R0 \ (V¾ £ V¿ ). Notice that R is a finite set and (¾; ¿ ) 2 R. Let us show that
R is a bisimulation. First, from R0 being a bisimulation and Lemma 5.7, R0 µ F(R0). It follows that
R0\(V¾£V¿ ) µ F(R0)\(V¾£V¿ ). From Lemma 5.13 we have F(R0)\(V¾£V¿ ) µ F(R0\(V¾£V¿ )),
so R0 \ (V¾ £ V¿ ) µ F(R0 \ (V¾ £ V¿ )); that is, R µ F(R). Thus, by Lemma 5.7, R is a bisimulation.
From R, we can now construct a derivation tree for ; ‘ ¾ D ¿ . The function S, see below, is
a recursive function that takes as inputs (1) an environment A, and (2) a type pair (¾; ¿ ). The call
S(A; (¾; ¿ )) returns a suggestion for a derivation tree for A ‘ ¾ D ¿ .
S (A; (¾; ¿ )) D
† If ¾; ¿ are base types, then return A ‘ ¾ D ¿:
† If (¾; ¿ ) 2 A; then return A ‘ ¾ D ¿:
† If ¾ D ¾1 ! ¾2; ¿ D ¿1 ! ¿2; then return
S((A; ¾ D ¿ ); (¾i ; ¿i )) 8i 2 f1; 2g
A ‘ ¾ D ¿ :
† If ¾ D 5niD1¾i ; ¿ D 5niD1¿i ; then return
S((A; ¾ D ¿ ); (¾i ; ¿t(i))) 8i 2 f1::ng
A ‘ ¾ D ¿ ;
where
¡
¾i ; ¿t(i)
¢ 2 R and
t is a bijection from f1::ng to f1::ng:
Consider the call S(;; (¾; ¿ )). It is straightforward to see that in every recursive call to S, all type pairs
in the arguments are elements of R. Since R is a bisimulation, this ensures that the rules in E Q!Q
apply. Moreover, every time S is called, the size of A will increase by one, since otherwise we could
use the second case in the definition of S to avoid further recursive calls. This limits the depth of the
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recursion to the number of elements of R. Since R is finite, we conclude that S(;; (¾; ¿ )) has a finite
depth of recursion and that the size of the resulting derivation tree for ; ‘ ¾ D ¿ is finite.
B. Proof of Theorem 5.9
THEOREM B.1. E is a congruence relation.
Proof. We will show that E is reflexive, symmetric, transitive, and a congruence in the! and Q
constructors.
Reflexivity. Suppose ° is a base type. Construct the relation
R D f(¾; ¾ ) j ¾ is a base typeg:
We have (°; ° ) 2 R, and R is closed and consistent. Hence, R is a bisimulation, and, by co-induction,
(°; ° ) 2 E .
Symmetry. Suppose (¾; ¿ ) 2 E . Choose a bisimulation R such that (¾; ¿ ) 2 R, and construct
from R the relation:
R0 D f(¾; ¾ 0) j (¾ 0; ¾ ) 2 Rg:
From (¾; ¿ ) 2 R, we have (¿; ¾ ) 2 R0. R0 is a bisimulation because the conditions for being a
bisimulation are symmetric with respect to the two components of a type pair. So, by co-induction,
(¿; ¾ ) 2 E .
Transitivity. Suppose (¾; –); (–; ¿ ) 2 E . Choose bisimulations R1; R2 such that (¾; –) 2 R1,
(–; ¿ ) 2 R2, and construct from R the relation
R D f(¾1; ¾3) j (¾1; ¾2) 2 R1; (¾2; ¾3) 2 R2g:
From (¾; –) 2 R1; (–; ¿ ) 2 R2, we have (¾; ¿ ) 2 R.
For any (¾1; ¾2) 2 R1; (¾2; ¾3) 2 R2, we have ¾1(†) D ¾2(†); ¾2(†) D ¾3(†), so ¾1(†) D ¾3(†), and
therefore R is consistent.
If ¾ D ¾1 ! ¾2, – D –1 ! –2, and ¿ D ¿1 ! ¿2, then, for every i 2 f1; 2g, we have (¾i ; –i ) 2
R1; (–i ; ¿i ) 2 R2, so (¾i ; ¿i ) 2 R, and therefore R is closed under condition P1.
If ¾ D QniD1 ¾i , – D QniD1 –i , and ¿ D QniD1 ¿i , then there exist bijections u; v such that, for every
i 2 f1::ng, we have (¾u(i); –i ) 2 R1; (–v(i); ¿i ) 2 R2, so (¾t(i); ¿i ) 2 R, where t D u – v and therefore R
is closed under condition P2.
We conclude that R is a bisimulation, and, by co-induction, (¾; ¿ ) 2 E .
Congruence in!. Suppose (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2 E , and ¾ D ¾1 ! ¾2; ¿ D ¿1 ! ¿2. Choose
bisimulations R1; R2 such that (¾1; ¿1) 2 R1, (¾2; ¿2) 2 R2, and construct from R1; R2 the relation
R D f(¾; ¿ )g [ R1 [ R2:
We have (¾; ¿ ) 2 R by construction.
Since bisimulation is closed under union, R1 [ R2 is a bisimulation. Moreover, ¾ (†) D ¿ (†) D!
and (¾1; ¿1); (¾2; ¿2) 2 R, so R is a bisimulation, and, by co-induction, (¾; ¿ ) 2 E .
Congruence in
Q
. Suppose, for every i 2 f1::ng, that (¾i ; ¿ti ) 2 E , where t is a bijection from
f1::ng to f1::ng, and ¾ DQniD1 ¾i ; ¿ DQniD1 ¿i . For each i 2 f1::ng, choose a bisimulation Ri such that
(¾i ; ¿t(i)) 2 Ri , and construct the relation
R D f(¾; ¿ )g [
ˆ
n[
iD1
Ri
!
:
We have (¾; ¿ ) 2 R by construction.
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Since bisimulation is closed under union,
Sn
iD1 Ri is a bisimulation. Moreover, ¾ (†) D
Qn D ¿ (†),
and for every i 2 f1::ng, we have (¾i ; ¿ti ) 2 R, so R is a bisimulation, and, by co-induction, (¾; ¿ )
2 E .
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